
Level-k Reasoning Seminar  
Question 1a 

Game 1  

Consider the following game. Two players are paired against each other. They are each asked to request and amount 
of money (integers only) from 1 to 6 pounds. Each player will get the amount of money they request. The player will 
receive an additional 10 pounds if they choose a number which is exactly 1 less than that chosen by the other 
number.  

What will a player do if they are level-0?   What will a player do if they are level-2? 

What will a player do if they are level-1?   What will a player do if they are level-3?  

 

Game 2  

Consider the following game: Two players are paired against each other. They are each asked to request and amount 
of money (integers only) from 1 to 6 pounds. A player who choose 6 will receive 6 pounds. A player who chooses 
any other number in this range will receive 2 pounds less. However, the player will receive an additional 10 pounds 
if they choose a number which is exactly 1 less than that chosen by the other number.  

What will a player do if they are level-0?   What will a player do if they are level-2? 

What will a player do if they are level-1?   What will a player do if they are level-3?  

 

In which game will you expect people to perform more iterative thinking?  



Solution 1a 

For both games level-0 choice is 6 as it the most salient outcome. Level-1 will best respond by choosing 1 less i.e. 5. 
Level-2 will best respond to Level-1 and pick 4. Level-3 will best respond to level-2 and pick 3.   

It is expected that people in Game 2 will do more iterations. In Game 2, the cost of choosing any integer from 1-5 is 
the same, as for each choice their payoff will be 4. Thus, undercutting a strategy within the range 1-5 has no additional 
cost.  

  

  



Question 1b 

What will you infer from the below results of the two games? The cells show the percentage of people choosing 
that number.  

Action  1  2  3  4  5  6  

Game 1 (%)  0  5  22  36  25  12  
Game 2 (%)  1  2  8  25  40  24  

  

  



Solution 1b 

The results show that despite reducing the cost of iteration, individuals are unlikely to choose levels higher than level-
3. Also, due to the framing of Game 2, 6 becomes more salient. Thus, there is an increase in the percentage of people 
choosing level-0 in Game 2.  

  



Question 2  

Consider the simultaneous move game represented by the payoff matrix below:  

  Player 2 (P2)   

Player 1 (P1)   

  

Because it is not clear that there is an instinctive, salient action in this game, assume that a level-0 type chooses each 
action with equal probability.  

 a) What is the Nash equilibrium of the game?  

 b) What will player 1 do if they are a level-1 type?   

 c) What will player 2 do if they are a level-1 type?  

 d) What will player 1 do if they are a level-2 type?   

 e) What will player 2 do if they are a level-2 type? 

 f) What will player 1 do if they are a level-3 type?   

 g) What will player 2 do if they are a level-3 type?  

 
  

  L  R  

T  74, 62  43, 40  
M  25, 12  76, 93  

B  59, 37  94, 16  



Question 2  

Consider the simultaneous move game represented by the payoff matrix below:  

  Player 2 (P2)   

Player 1 (P1)   

  

Because it is not clear that there is an instinctive, salient action in this game, assume that a level-0 type chooses each 
action with equal probability.  

a) What is the Nash equilibrium of the game?  

The NE of the game is (T, L).  

 

b) What will player 1 do if they are a level-1 type?   

P1 will think P2 is level-0 type i.e. they will play randomly (choose L and R each with p = ½) 

For P1: Payoff(T) = ½ (74) + ½ (43) = 58.5  

Payoff(M) = ½ (25) + ½ (76) = 50.5  

Payoff(B) = ½ (59) + ½ (94) = 76.5  

⇒ P1 will choose B  

 

  L  R  

T  74, 62  43, 40  
M  25, 12  76, 93  

B  59, 37  94, 16  



 Player 2 (P2)   

Player 1 (P1)   

 

c) What will player 2 do if they are a level-1 type?  

P2 will think that P1 will play random, choosing T, M, B, each with p = 1/3  

For P2: Payoff(L) = 1/3 (62) + 1/3 (12) + 1/3(37) = 37  

Payoff(R) = 1/3(40) + 1/3(93) + 1/3(16) =  49.67 ⇒ P2 will choose R  

  

d) What will player 1 do if they are a level-2 type?   

P1 will think that P2 is a level-1 type (will choose R, as solved in c). So P1 will best respond and pick B.  

 

e) What will player 2 do if they are a level-2 type?  

P2 will think that P1 is a level-1 type (will choose B, as solved in b). So P2 will best respond and pick L.  

 

 

 

  L  R  
T  74, 62  43, 40  

M  25, 12  76, 93  
B  59, 37  94, 16  



f) What will player 1 do if they are a level-3 type?   

P1 will think that P2 is a level-2 type (will choose L, as solved in e). So P1 will best respond and pick T.  

g) What will player 2 do if they are a level-3 type?  

P2 will think that P1 is a level-2 type (will choose B, as solved in d). So P2 will best respond and pick L.  

  

  P1  P2  
L0  Random  Random  

L1  B  R  
L2  B  L  

L3  T  L  
L4  T  L  
L5  ….  …  

L6  ….  ….  
  

Once at the NE (T, L), it will be repeated for higher levels. 

Once a combination of level-k types is consistent with NE, then any combination of higher levels should lead to NE as 
well.  
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